3.6 Wyman
St. Louis, MO

TEEN OUTREACH PROGRAM
“I came here thinking I was going to be able to share knowledge and
teach the teens whatever I could. But they show me every week I’m here
to learn.” —ADRIAN “TWEETY” WRIGHT, WYMAN VOLUNTEER FACILITATOR
By blending innovative curricula, positive adult
supports, and community service learning,
Wyman provides teens with opportunities for
finding their meaning and purpose, developing healthy lifestyles, and
sharing their successes with their communities. Founded in 1898 by a
group of St. Louis citizens concerned about the plight of children living
in the city’s core, Wyman initially started as a youth camp, providing
children with nutritional food and healthy outdoor activities. Today,
Wyman’s mission is to enable teens from economically disadvantaged
circumstances to lead successful lives and build strong communities.
Wyman realizes this mission by providing a continuum of positive youth
development programming in its hometown of St. Louis, Missouri, as well
as managing a network of national organizations that replicate their Teen
Outreach Program (TOP®).
Wyman operates three mission-focused programs in St. Louis. Beginning
the summer before youth enter ninth grade, and over a six-year
duration, the Teen Leadership Program employs a progressive, yearround approach that supports healthy teen development, leadership
capacity, college access, and college persistence. Each summer includes
a significant residential or travel experience followed by integration of
core content and relationship support over the course of the school year.
Wyman also operates inspire STL, which provides high potential middle
school scholars from underserved communities with rigorous academic
preparation, support, placement into the region’s best high schools,
coaching throughout high school, postsecondary access and success
supports, and leadership development activities. Finally, Wyman’s TOP is
an evidence-based prevention program that builds social and emotional
skills and decreases risk behaviors, such as teen pregnancy, suspensions,
and school failure. TOP uses a combination of curriculum-guided group
discussion and volunteer service learning to promote the positive
development of adolescents. In addition to the programs in St. Louis,
Wyman manages a network of 68 certified replication partners across
the country that implement TOP in their own communities. TOP is the
focus of this case study for the SEL Challenge.
Wyman’s TOP has seen significant growth over the last three decades.
Initially developed in 1978 by Brenda Hostetler, director of pregnancy
prevention programs in the St. Louis Public School District, TOP was
eventually distributed to multiple organizations by Cornerstone
Consulting. Wyman used the curriculum for several years in the late
1990s before purchasing the rights to the program in 2005. With a desire
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ORGANIZATION
Total number of full-time staff

58

Number of volunteers

26

Annual operating budget

$5.9M

FOCUS OFFERING
Total contact hours

66

Duration of the program period

September–June

FOCUS OFFERING YOUTH (FROM YOUTH SURVEYS)
Number of youth

25

Age

14-19

Gender

50% M

Ethnicity

• 100% African
American
• 4% Other

Percent currently attending
school on a regular basis

100%

FOCUS OFFERING STAFF (FROM STAFF SURVEY)

CASE NARRATIVES
wyman

Number of staff

3

Level of education

• 67% Some
college
• 33% Advanced
degree

Years of experience

• 12.67 in youth
development
• 7.33 in this
program

Staff program content
expertise self-rating
(1=Novice, 2=Experienced, 3=Expert)

2

Staff SEL expertise self-rating
(1=Novice, 2=Experienced, 3=Expert)

2
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to equip more organizations with the capacity to deliver quality, evidence-based programs, Wyman developed
a replication model for the program in 2010. Federal funding for teen pregnancy prevention, an outcome
for which TOP has shown demonstrated impact, helped to grow the network of partners implementing TOP
further. As a learning organization, Wyman collects and analyzes internal data on the quality and impact of its
programs on a continuous basis. In addition, external evaluations of TOP over time have shown positive effects
on reduction in teen pregnancy, suspensions, and academic failure. Nationally, the program is replicated in
a variety of settings, including schools, public health organizations, community-based organizations, afterschool programs, residential treatment centers, and foster care organizations. These service sites are in urban,
suburban, and rural settings across the country. In the St. Louis area, Wyman delivers TOP as an in-school
model in three school districts and has a community-based club in the Near South Side, a downtown public
housing community. The Near South Side TOP club has been operating since 1999 and is the subject of this
particular case study.

YOUTH AND STAFF CHARACTERISTICS
Youth
Nationally, TOP can be used to serve youth in grades 6 through 12 in a variety of settings, as described above.
Based on need, TOP partners decide which grade level or levels are most appropriate to serve within their
community. TOP can be provided for just one year, or multiple years. Most national partners implementing TOP
focus on services to teens from backgrounds of risk or disadvantage.
The TOP program in the Near South Side neighborhood is located in a community center within a public housing
complex and draws most of its participants from the local neighborhood. To illustrate some of the challenging
situations the youth face, DeVonne Bernard, Director of TOP, explained:
[When] we first started doing TOP in the community, it felt like there was a drive-by shooting every week.
For a long time we were faced with a high crime area. We’ve lost quite a few teens to gun violence who were
maybe not in the program at the time but who had been in the program at one point. Other people who were
in the program lost their siblings to gun violence. So that has affected the program.
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Given the community-based focus of this particular club, the Near South Side program is structured so that
youth are recruited into the program in the sixth grade, and it is a goal for them to remain in the program
through their high school graduation. Recruitment is a collective effort involving word of mouth from families
and youth. Some members conduct outreach through door-to-door canvassing and fliers. Often, all of the
youth in a family will go through the program. TOP has become a rite of passage for many families in the
neighborhood and a trusted community resource.

Staff
Because the relationship between the trained staff member and teen participants is the cornerstone of the
program, it is imperative for staff to have professional development opportunities for cultivating specific
competencies. Wyman sets national standards for the training required of staff implementing TOP (Wyman’s TOP
Training of Facilitators), and each partner can then add and adjust additional training content specific to their
needs. Across the network, staff have a variety of educational backgrounds, often matched to the setting within
which they are working. For example, in-school implementation may require full-time staff members to have
master’s degrees, while a community-based or after-school program may have staff who are part-time college
students or volunteers. Additional competencies required of facilitators include a passion for working with youth,
a heightened self-awareness, and an authentic and genuine attitude toward developing relationships with youth.
At the Near South Side implementation, Wyman provides four levels of training:
1.

Facilitators are trained in the TOP model (Training of Facilitators), including minimum requirements,
structures, and content;

2.

Facilitators attend a training called “Safeguarding Our Youth,” which provides team members with guidelines
for effective, safe relationships and interactions with young people;

3.

Facilitator Institutes provide a deeper understanding of adolescent brain development in relation to teen
behavior, advanced content on the experiential learning cycle and multiple intelligences, and advanced
training on community service learning; and

4.

Facilitators are trained in Weikart Center’s Youth Work Methods, interactive and hands-on courses that
provide participants with practical skills that are geared to improve the quality of interactions with youth.

CASE NARRATIVES
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Staff members can recount the point at which they were hooked on Wyman and TOP. DeVonne stated that the
work clicked for her when they ventured out into the community and heard the parents from the Near South
Side talking about the needs of their teenagers. It was encouraging hearing the support of the parents of the
program. She quoted a parent, “This is exactly what we need for our young people.” Allison Williams, senior vice
president, programs, described a similar experience. She connected with the program when she heard from and
saw the impact on the young people, especially in response to the community service learning experiences:
We even had families who had lived in that public housing community for a while, who were able to move out,
who were able to buy a home or move elsewhere, but continued to bring their kids back to the program. And so,
as we started to see that, we said, “You know, there is something really special that we have here, and there’s a
formula for doing this program.”
As she continues to watch the program grow through replication, Allison strongly believes that:
It’s about doing what’s best for young people, and aligns developmentally, but we’ve got it packaged and
brought together in a way that’s really accessible for people.
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OFFERING CURRICULUM

TOP’S RESEARCH BASE

Offering Content

During the first phase of national replication of
the program (1984-96), Wyman’s Teen Outreach
Program participated in several empirical research
studies to evaluate both the behavioral outcomes
and the process mechanisms that lead to positive
outcomes for TOP participants. Read about the
findings from past research and learn more about
TOP at: www.teenoutreachprogram.com/top.

Wyman’s TOP program design was developed to build
social and emotional skills through a service learning
model. TOP has three main components:
1.

educational peer group meetings,

2.

community service learning, and

3.

positive adult guidance and support.

Throughout the program, participants experience
each component simultaneously, while each intricate
piece develops and builds on the others.

Wyman continues to learn from research studies
on TOP and to work in partnership with evaluators
to better understand the impact of TOP in diverse
settings.

Educational Peer Group Meetings. The replication model for TOP requires that educational peer group meetings
occur on a weekly basis for up to an hour each, for a minimum of 25 meetings, over a nine-month period, most often
following a regular school year schedule. Partners can structure the meetings in the best way to meet the needs
of their teens. These meetings use lesson plans on team building, values clarification, healthy relationship skills,
communication, goal setting, decision-making, and self-esteem from the TOP curriculum. Weekly meetings also give
youth time to plan their community service learning projects. All group meetings are anchored in an experiential
learning cycle that emphasizes the importance of reflecting, debriefing, and applying key learnings from the lesson.
The Near South Side club totals 30-35 sessions between September and May. For this club, weekly sessions
are structured to last longer than the 60-minute lesson and follow a routine that has been developed to most
effectively support the teens. Youth arrive at 6:00 P.M. with a grace period of fifteen minutes, after which time
program staff call home to follow up with youth. After everyone arrives, staff and youth check in with each other
through an activity called “Current Events” or “Giving the 411.” DeVonne explained:
It could be something that they heard on the news and we could talk about that. Or it could be something
that is currently going on with them personally, something that happened at school.
After checking in, the group works through a piece of their community service projects, such as planning,
brainstorming, preparing materials, etc. Following community service, the staff leads youth through a lesson from
the curriculum that ties to the group needs and might connect to the community service work. After the lesson,
there is a whole-group RDA (reflection, debrief, and application) so that youth can process their experiences. At
the end of the night, snacks are served before youth head home. This ritual structure to the club meetings comes
to be something the youth depend on. Some of the youth who have been attending since the sixth grade are so
comfortable with it that DeVonne said, “They could probably facilitate TOP on their own at this point.”
Community Service Learning. Within the replication model, youth are engaged in 20 or more hours of community
service learning over the course of the program year, with an emphasis on planning, acting, and reflecting on their
efforts. Each TOP partner organization can develop service opportunities that are most engaging to their teens and
ideally have teen choice, support, and buy-in for the service opportunities. Direct service—service where youth work
directly with the people who are benefitting from their efforts—is considered the gold standard of service in terms of
impact on the involved teens. Through the community service learning component of TOP, teens develop a sense of
purpose, connectivity to their community, and an understanding of their ability to positively affect others.
The Near South Side TOP club has three long-standing community partnerships that provide service learning
experiences for youth. Each partnership is based on a former TOP participant’s experience, and the traditions of
service have been passed down over the years. For instance, the youth regularly prepare and serve meals at the
American Cancer Society’s Hope Lodge, a place where people from outside of St. Louis can stay while they or
their family members are receiving treatments. This project began when a TOP participant had a family member
with cancer. Allison Williams shared:
CASE NARRATIVES
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The young people [volunteer] a few times a year. It’s something that the club has committed to and continues
to love doing, and they get great feedback. They fully plan the menu and how to keep it within budget. They
help with the residents and clean up.
Another ongoing project is providing childcare support for local parent-teacher organization meetings at a
nearby elementary school. Again, a former participant had a tie to the school and wanted to provide a service to
them. Allison explained:
When I say they provide child care, they literally figure out an evening program for the kids who are there
while their parents are in the PTO. They’ve gotten a lot of positive feedback about that so they continue to do
it and to take a very deep role in planning.
The third ongoing project, annual restoration of a community garden, has a story behind it. Allison said:
Long, long ago we had a member who was part of the Near South Side TOP club. Her name was Precious, and
one afternoon while standing on a street corner, she was struck and killed by a drunk driver. So every year,
kids go back and do Precious’s Garden. None of the teens currently in the program knew Precious, but they
know she was a TOP member and they know that’s part of what we do and what our club has committed to.
Youth continue work on these three projects every year, but they also take on new projects based on the ideas
of the current club members. Staff support the youth as they identify new projects and make plans, and youth
are responsible for delegating tasks, assigning materials, and carrying out the projects.
Positive Adult Guidance and Support. Through training, adult program facilitators scaffold the program
content to meet the needs of the youth, foster a pro-social group environment, demonstrate caring attitudes,
and deliver program content in a values-neutral fashion. Several times a year, the youth have the opportunity
to celebrate the work they have accomplished. These celebrations are typically an outing of some kind that
allows the youth time to relax and have fun with their peers and supportive adults. In the Near South Side TOP
club, several of the facilitators have been with the program for multiple years, resulting in strong, long-term
relationships with the teens and their families.
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Wyman’s Offering Sequence
GROUND RULES

FALL RETREAT

TOPIC SHOPPING

CREATING A BUDGET

Offering Sequence
Over the course of the program year, facilitators weave together the community service learning with the
curriculum content of the weekly meetings for the particular group of youth with whom they’re working. They
are free to sequence the activities and events within TOP accordingly and are able to draw on the resources
(lesson activity plans, etc.) that are a part of the TOP curriculum. Allison said:
When you take community service learning, weekly educational peer group meetings, use of curriculum, and
constant adult guidance, we really put those out for the facilitators to figure out the best way to sequence
and pull all of that together for young people.
For example, if youth have been working on “I” messages in communication during the peer group meetings,
and during planning for the community service learning event there are some conflicts that occur, staff might
ask, “Could we practice using our I messages with each other now as we try to work through this conflict?” Or
if they were working on goal setting, “Let’s really use some skills in goal setting and say, “What is our goal for
our upcoming community service learning trip? What are we trying to accomplish? What do we need to think
about?”
In addition to the program components described above, which are found in all TOP clubs, the Near South Side TOP
club has a few standing events that occur each year and a general flow to the year that is consistent across years:
Ground Rules. Ground rules are established using the ROPES framework (respect and responsibility;
opportunity, openness, and “ouch”; participation and positive attitudes; education, empowerment, and
escuchar—Spanish for “listen”; and safety and support) during the first meeting each year, and staff members
refer back to ROPES from time to time to keep the meeting space safe and supportive.
Fall Retreat. A unique program element that helps the teens form bonds with each other is a fall retreat that
occurs each year at Wyman’s residential youth campus. Youth spend three days at Wyman’s camp facility and a
half day planning for the coming year’s TOP. Activities include a ropes course, zip lining, and leadership training.
Topic Shopping. Teens start the year by “topic shopping” for an issue they’d like to address through community
service. Youth take full ownership of the issues that are important to them and often select one that has a
personal connection to someone in the group. DeVonne explained:
We make sure that they have a lot of voice in that. Pretty much all of the community service projects are
something that they have either researched on their own or have come to a group consensus on.
Creating a Budget. When teens pick their issue and begin to plan their service learning activities, the TOP
facilitators share the budget with the teens so that they can determine how to spend it across the projects.
DeVonne said:
We say, “Hey guys, this is the budget. What do you want to do with it?” So when I say they have a lot of voice
in what we do, we even talk about budget, share the items with them, so that they can choose how they want
to shift and move stuff around.
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